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its receptor would be greatly aided by anatomical assays Persistent Activation of cAMP-
of receptor localization to complement the physiological Dependent Protein Kinase and theanalysis of Featherstone et al.
Synaptic efficacy at the Drosophila NMJ is regulated Induction of Long-Term Memory
by powerful homeostatic mechanisms (reviewed by
Davis and Goodman, 1998). At the mature NMJ, de-
creases in postsynaptic receptor activity lead to an The last decade has witnessed a remarkable growth in
upregulation of neurotransmitter release and the mainte- our understanding of the molecular basis of memory
nance of synaptic strength (Petersen et al., 1997; DiAn-
formation. Among the many important advances that
tonio et al., 1999). The characterization of gad mutants
have contributed to this understanding was a pair of
suggests that such homeostatic forces may also act at
landmark papers in 1995 demonstrating that functional
the embryonic NMJ to shape synapse formation. How-
enhancement of cAMP-dependent transcription via cAMP
ever, one key ingredient is missingÐthe role of activity.
response element binding protein (CREB) enhanced
If GAD controls glutamate levels, which in turn negatively
both the induction of long-term synaptic facilitation
regulate the postsynaptic receptor field, then how does
(LTF) in Aplysia (Bartsch et al., 1995) and the formationthe strength of the synapse feed back into this regulatory
of long-term memory (LTM) for olfactory conditioning incascade? Such feedback is necessary to match post-
Drosophila (Yin et al., 1995; reviewed by Carew, 1996).synaptic sensitivity to presynaptic output. Possibilities
Now a new paper has come on the scene that directlyinclude activity-dependent regulation of GAD itself or
implicates persistent activation of cAMP-dependentof the molecules that control nonvesicular glutamate
protein kinase (PKA) in the induction of long-term mem-release and glutamate reuptake. Such activity-depen-
ory for olfactory learning in the honeybee (MuÈ ller, 2000dent regulation of transmitter metabolism coupled with
[this issue of Neuron]). This paper provides the firstligand-dependent regulation of receptor expression
direct link between a specific pattern of training requiredwould provide a powerful mechanism for setting the
for the induction of LTM, the temporal dynamics of PKAgain at a developing synapse.
activation induced by that training pattern, and the in-
duction of LTM in intact animals.Aaron DiAntonio
To appreciate the significance of the paper by MuÈ ller,Department of Molecular Biology and Pharmacology
a bit of background would be helpful. It is now wellWashington University School of Medicine
established that increases in cAMP and the activationSt. Louis, Missouri 63110
of PKA play a critical role in the induction of long-term
synaptic, cellular, and behavioral changes implicated inSelected Reading
LTM in Aplysia (Bacskai et al., 1993), Drosophila (Davis
Broadie, K., and Bate, M. (1993a). Neuron 11, 607±619. et al., 1995), honeybee (Fiala et al., 1999), and mice
Broadie, K., and Bate, M. (1993b). Nature 361, 350±353. (Abel et al., 1997). One of the key consequences of PKA
Broadie, K., Prokop, A., Bellen, H.J., O'Kane, C.J., Schulze, K.L., activation is the activation of CREB, which has been
and Sweeney, S.T. (1995). Neuron 15, 663±673. implicated in LTM formation in Aplysia (Bartsch et al.,
Craig, A.M. (1998). Neuron 21, 459±462. 1995, 1998), in Drosophila (Yin et al., 1994, 1995), and
Davis, G.W., and Goodman, C.S. (1998). Curr. Opin. Neurobiol. 8, in rodents (Silva et al., 1998). A final bit of background
149±156. relevant to the MuÈ ller paper concerns the temporal dy-
DiAntonio, A., Petersen, S.A., Heckmann, M., and Goodman, C.S. namics of PKA activation. In Aplysia sensory neurons,
(1999). J. Neurosci. 19, 3023±3032. repeated pulses of serotonin give rise to mechanistically
Featherstone, D.E., Rushton, E.M., Hilderbrand-Chae, M., Phillips, distinct phases of persistent activation of PKA (MuÈ ller
A.M., Jackson, F.R., and Broadie, A.M. (2000). Neuron 27, this issue,
and Carew, 1998) and prolonged phosphorlyation of71±84.
CREB (Bartsch et al., 1998). Thus, there is considerableJabaudon, D., Shimamoto, K., Yasuda-Kamatani, Y., Scanziani, M.,
evidence linking cAMP and CREB to LTF and LTM for-Gahwiler, B.H., and Gerber, U. (1999). Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA
mation in several systems. Moreover, different patterns96, 8733±8738.
of training that produce distinct phases of memory alsoLissin, D.V., Carroll, R.C., Nicoll, R.A., Malenka, R.C., and von Zas-
trow, M. (1999). J. Neurosci. 19, 1263±1272. produce specific temporal patterns of PKA activation.
Petersen, S.A., Fetter, R.D., Noordermeer, J.N., Goodman, C.S., and Now, we turn to the honeybee.
DiAntonio, A. (1997). Neuron 19, 1237±1248. The temporal dynamics and associative nature of ol-
Saitoe, M., Tanaka, S., Takata, K., and Kidokoro, Y. (1997). Dev. factory learning in the proboscis extension reflex (PER)
Biol. 184, 48±60. of the honeybee has been extremely well characterized
Sanes, J.R., and Lichtman, J.W. (1999). Annu. Rev. Neurosci. 22, on behavioral, anatomical, and cellular levels (Hammer
389±442. and Menzel, 1995; Menzel, 1999). Of critical importance
for the paper under consideration is that a single condi-
tioning trial (pairing an odor with a sucrose reward) gives
rise to a memory that decays over days, while three
pairing trials produce memory (LTM) that is much longer
lastingÐvirtually permanent (for an excellent review, see
Menzel, 1999). Finally, several anatomical regions of the
bee brain have been implicated in the induction of LTM
for the PER, including the antennal lobes (AL).
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Using the honeybee, MuÈ ller combined clever experi- Thomas J. Carew
Department of Neurobiology and Behaviormental techniques with the power of the PER prepara-
University of California, Irvinetion to provide a major advance in forging links between
Irvine, California 92697cellular mechanisms and behavioral LTM. First, by
blocking cAMP in the brain at different times before
or after training, he established that formation of LTM Selected Reading
requires PKA activity during a narrow time window, dur-
Abel, T., Nguyen, P.V., Barad, M., Deuel, T.A.S., and Kandel, E.R.ing conditioning and not longer than 25 min afterward.
(1997). Cell 88, 615±626.Moreover, MuÈ ller showed that a single pairing trial
Bacskai, B.J., Hochner, B., Mahaut-Smith, M., Adams, S.R., Kaang,(which does not produce LTM) leads to a transient acti-
B.-K., Kandel, E.R., and Tsien, R.Y. (1993). Science 260, 222±226.
vation of PKA in the ALs, whereas three pairing trials
Bartsch, D., Casadio, A., Karl, K.A., Serodio, P., and Kandel, E.R.
(which do produce LTM) lead to a persistent activation (1998). Cell 95, 211±223.
of PKA in the ALs. Most convincingly, by means of local
Carew, T.J. (1996). Neuron 16, 5±8.
photolysis release of caged cAMP in the ALs , MuÈ ller was
Davis, R.L., Cherry, J., Dauwalder, B., Han, P.L., and Skoulakis, E.
able to artificially prolong the PKA activation induced by (1995). Mol. Cell. Biochem. 149, 271±278.
a single pairing trial and, in so doing, test the hypothesis Fiala, A., MuÈ ller, U., and Menzel, R. (1999). J. Neurosci. 19, 10125±
that the persistence of PKA activation, specifically, was 10134.
linked to the formation of LTM. He found that a single Hammer, M., and Menzel, R. (1995). J. Neurosci. 15, 1617±1630.
pairing trial coupled with the prolongation of local PKA Menzel, R. (1999). J. Comp. Physiol. A 185, 323±340.
activation gave rise to LTM. This powerful result reflects MuÈ ller, U., and Carew, T.J. (1998). Neuron 21, 1423±1434.
a ªgain of functionº (see Carew, 1996) and provides Silva, A.J., Kogan, J.H., Frankland, P.W., and Kida, S. (1998). Annu.
compelling evidence that PKA not only plays a critical Rev. Neurosci. 21, 127±148.
role in LTM formation but that a specific temporal pattern Yin, J.C.P., Del Vecchio, M., Zhou, H., and Tully, T. (1995). Cell 81,
107±115.of PKA activation is essential. Finally, a caveat: the mag-
Yin, J.C.P., Wallach, J.S., Del Vecchio, M., Wilder, E.L., Zhou, H.,nitude of LTM induced by local activation of PKA in the
Quinn, W.G., and Tully, T. (1994). Cell 79, 49±58.ALs does not reach the level of memory induced by
multiple training trials, suggesting that other brain areas
(e.g., the mushroom bodies) or other molecular cas-
cades contribute to the overall expression of LTM in the
intact animal.
A final series of experiments shed light on the up- Teaching the Brain to See
stream events that lead to persistent PKA activation
during conditioning trials. Previous work from MuÈ ller's
laboratory had implicated the activity of nitric oxide syn-
How do some people identify a wine by year and vine-
thase (NOS) in LTM formation. In the present study,
yard, while others struggle to discriminate Pinot Gris,
MuÈ ller showed that the prolonged activation of PKA in Chablis, and Chardonnay ? How do experts learn to see
the ALs induced by multiple training trials was blocked
meaning in brain scans and X rays, while novices see
by inhibition of NOS. Additional biochemical experi- incomprehensible splotches of black, white, and gray?
ments showed that NO activates PKA in the ALs via Practice makes perfectÐor, at least, practice makes
cGMP. Finally, and again most convincingly, MuÈ ller much better. In recent years, behavioral and cognitive
showed that local uncaging of cGMP in the ALs (by neuroscientists have become increasingly interested in
photolysis) could also combine with a single pairing trial the effects of practice and learning on brain and behav-
in the induction of LTM. Taken together, these data ior, and some of the most exciting research has been
support the hypothesis that the NO/cGMP system within done in the area of perceptual learning.
the ALs contributes to the prolongation of PKA activa- It is now well established that the ability to discrimi-
tion induced by multiple conditioning trials. nate sensory stimuli improves with practice, and that
Elucidating the cellular and molecular mechanisms such improvements are often highly specific to trained
underlying long-term memory is a daunting task. Part stimuli and maintained over quite long periods of time
of the problem is that this endeavor ideally requires (Sagi and Tanne, 1994). It is also well established that
experiments that traverse several levels of analysis, from neuronal responses change with learning, at the level
behavior, to systems of neurons, to synapses, to mole- of individual cells, populations of cells within one cortical
cules. No preparation exists that has equal power at area, and functional connections across cortical areas
each of these levels. Thus, progress in this field requires (Buonomano and Merzenich, 1998). For example, after
combining the insights gained from several preparations learning, z25% of neurons in inferotemporal cortex
and several levels of analysis. The paper by MuÈ ller pro- show object selectivity for previously novel visual ob-
vides important links between bona fide behavioral jects (Logothetis et al., 1995; Kobatake et al., 1998).
memory and the dynamics of a specific second messen- Such a result suggests that neurons become more se-
ger system in a restricted brain region. These insights lectively tuned to objects through experience. However,
certainly add to the growing body of evidence implicat- learning is also frequently accompanied by a decline of
ing identified molecular cascades, such as PKA-medi- neuronal responsiveness. Although, at first glance, this
ated CREB activation, in the induction of long-lasting result may seem counterintuitive, researchers have sug-
gested that such a decline may reflect an increasedmemories.
